In this first newsletter of 2018 a short report of
winter training in Spain with some nice pictures. And
some news about the new racing season.

CARTAGENA
Last week Jeroen and his mechanic Bram traveled
together to the circuit of Cartagena in beautiful Spain.
Since it is still cold in the Netherlands, we have opted
for a winter training of the Dutch organization
Trackdays4all. A week earlier, the scooter and other
things that come to Spain already delivered to our
sponsor Santi.nl, they arrange transport of motor and
accessories for motor (sport) trips. Their slogan is' You
fly They drive '' .
Upon arrival at the circuit everything was ready and
there was already a shared pit box arranged for Jeroen. When Jeroen left the pits the first
time, he got a lot of attention. A scooter is still on the road at home and not on the circuit
between the motorbikes? Soon everybody knew that this was possible! On the straight he
was overtaken by the fast 600 / 1000cc motorbikes but in the corners he was faster than
most on the track.
On the first day Jeroen improved his personal record on this track by half a second. Last
year the fastest lap time was a 2: 06.8 and now a 2: 06.3. As a result, the objective was
changed immediately to have a low 2:05 or a high 2:04 this weekend. From people on the
circuit we were told that riders of the Spanish championship scooter racing here a time of
2:00 driving around. It must be said that this is a slipstream and with riders who drive the
same lines.
On day 2 Jeroen started with a good
first practice and scored a 2: 05.2,
again a second faster. Unfortunately
there were some motor problems in
the afternoon so we could not drive
anymore. Fortunately, this was still
possible to solve and could the third
day just be driven.
Bram did a great job together with
Jeroen because the problems were
solved and on the third day Jeroen
drove a lap time of 2: 03.4 which was
an improvement of 3 seconds
compared to last year! Hereafter unfortunately all sets of tires were worn out, so there was
no further improvement in time anymore unfortunately.
We have tried some things in terms of settings of the scooter and in the evening all the stuff
was loaded into the truck again.

"Jeroen's reaction:
I am very pleased with the progress
that has been made in view of last
year! I did not expect this at all, the
motor part is the same as last year,
so I know that I have improved
myself. It must be said that on the
new Liqui Moly oil the scooter did a
great job! It was a very successful
test and I look confidently forward
to the first race of the new season.
''

As soon as the scooter is back home we will check everything again and prepare for the next
training. We want to try to train a few more times before the season starts to be ready for it!
Jeroen's competitors are already busy in training so we can not stay behind of course!

SEASON 2018
The first official test of the Malossi Cup is scheduled on
March 11 at the circuit of Modena. Here Jeroen will also
have to take the stage for the achieved result of last race
year. We will start again this season in the North Malossi
Cup. We also want to try as a guest rider to ride some
races in other international championships.

CALENDER SEIZOEN 2018
11-03-2018

Meeting&Test

Modena

07/08-04-2018

Race 1

Varano

09/10-06-2018

Race 2

Nuvolari

14/15-07-2018

Race 3

Modena

15/16-09-2018

Race 4

Magione

12/14-10-2018

World Malossi Day Cup

Vallelunga

NEW SPONSORS
Of course, racing is not possible without sponsors. That is why we are happy with our loyal
sponsors and are happy to announce that we have also found some new sponsors for next
season. We will briefly introduce these to you below:
Where other major motorsport teams
already went before us, we are happy to
announce that we will be supported by
Thermal Technology next season.
Thermal Technology company is founded
in 2001, when it started the utilisation of the
carbon as a resistive element. After
performing numerous tests and scientifical
studies, Thermal Technology decides to test the carbon as a heating element. Later it
started to produce for test the so called “heating cover for tire” for the motorcycle racing.
In the end of the year 2003, the specialists from Thermal Technology company careful
studied the results and the quality of the work done with the heating tires, and decided to
make a production line with heating covers for motorcycle racing tires, and the heating
covers fo industrial use. From that moment on the company became a real partener for the
teams participating at the races. In 2004 Thermal Technology became legal partner of a
succesful team, part of the international Formula 1 racing. By the way of making the heating
surface, the company tested the functionality, thermical potential and electrical consumption
of the indoor and outdoor heating systems (multilayerand mesh).
After that, Thermal Technology focused its attention on temperature electrical control,
integration of the heating system in the wall and gypsum panel, and making of the electrical
radiators with the carbon heater and low consumption. During 2006, the company presented
its products on the italian market, where they have been carefuly studied and appreciated
due to the low consumption, ecological type, and simple instalation. In short time all the
European countries were also interested of the companies products. Nowadays, Thermal
Technology company is leader in innovation and progress heating system.
ROKAFAST Apeldoorn B.V. is the fastening
specialist from Central Netherlands. They think in
terms of technology and provide tailor-made advice.
With more than 10 years of experience, ROKAFAST
employees are the ideal discussion partner for purchasing, business office and technicians.
They deliver to the professional end-user in various industries.
The diversity in buyers is large. Every company can turn to
ROKAFAST, from small independent to multinational. Whether
it is a part or complete inventory management.
The ROKAFAST fasteners are used for special and critical
applications in the Netherlands and abroad. In addition,
Rokafast is the importer for the Netherlands of the German oil and additives brand Liqui
Moly. Oils for engine and transmission, additives for fuel and oil, automotive maintenance
products, chemical aids, service products and special lubricants, complete product series for
cars, motorcycles, commercial vehicles and boats - all that trade, workshop and industry
need, LIQUI MOLY offers one hand.

WD-40 Company is a global marketing organization
headquartered in San Diego California, where the original
WD-40® Multi-Use Product was invented over 60 years
ago.
Above and beyond that legendary, signature blue and
yellow can, instantly recognized worldwide, WD-40
Company encompasses a group of brands featuring a full
range of high performance products. Spanning
maintenance, specialty, and cleaning products for all
corners of the industrial realm, enthusiasts, hobbyists
and home, WD-40 Company is home to several of the World’s best-known brands.
In addition to the famous WD-40® Multi-Use Product, WD-40 Company offers WD-40®
Specialist®, our full line of professional grade specialty products formulated to perform
specific tasks; WD-40® BIKE developed for the whole bicycle; the much beloved 3-IN-ONE®
Oil; the Lava® and Solvol® brands of heavy-duty hand cleaners, X-14® and 2000 Flushes®
toilet bowl cleaners, X-14 bathroom cleaners, Carpet Fresh® and no vac® carpet and room
odor eliminators, Spot Shot® instant carpet stain remover, and 1001® specialty carpet care
products.

Of course we are always looking for new sponsors! If you
are interested, do not hesitate and ask for our sponsor
cap without any obligations.
Of course, sponsoring does not always have to be in the
form of financial support. Are you skilled in a specific field
that can help our team? Do you have material at your
disposal that we can use, maybe you can give a certain
discount on products or do you have another idea that
might help us further? Discuss it with us and together we
realize it! You can contact us via t-1racing@live.nl.

In February there will probably not be a newsletter but if there are news we will keep you
informed of course!

SPONSORS 2018

